
 



 

 
  Video link for case set up, adjustment and design features: 

https://www.facebook.com/pg/WisemanCases/videos/?ref=page_internal   
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Wiseman wooden extra small French horn case. 

 

- Every block is adjustable/removable to fit almost all brands and sizes of 
French Horn. 

- The horn is suspended in the air, by placing the lead pipe side of the 
horn through the oval hole in the side of the main rubber block, whilst 
the other end of the horn rests on a second rubber block that spans 
across the case. 

- There are a number of small Velcro-backed rubber blocks (to be found 
in the Velcro accessory pouch), which should be used to block areas of 
the oval shape, so that the horn is evenly supported. The second 
supporting block can also have Velcro blocking added if necessary, to 
adjust the support of the horn at this end. 

- Music can be stored and strapped down underneath the horn and the 
second supporting block. 

- Mutes/accessories can be held wherever desired/workable in the lid. 
- Blocks in the lid and around the horn-wrap in the base of the case can 

all be adjusted for a good supportive fit.  
- Handles, shoulder straps and edging can all be adjusted or removed and 

replaced effortlessly in years to come.  
- Additional light-reflecting edging can be ordered from Wiseman 

Cases/dealers if required by cyclists etc. 
- Additional accessories for this case, such as a detachable exterior music 

pocket or accessory pouch can be ordered separately from 
dealers/Wiseman Cases. 

- Any scratches in the in the varnish can be touched in/ painted over by 
using any yacht or floor varnish purchased from your local DIY shop. 

 



 
 
  Video link for case set up, adjustment and design features: 

https://www.facebook.com/pg/WisemanCases/videos/?ref=page_internal   

Features: 
- Very strong hard case 
- Weighs only 6lbs 
- Extremely compact design 
- Can hold up to three mutes 
- Holds music internally under the horn 
- Fully adjustable 
- Holds three mouth pieces 
- Available in 5 beautiful colours 
- 2 pencil holes 
- Self-overhauling edging and handles 
- Horn suspended on shock absorbing 

blocking 
- All blocks removeable so that the case 

can be used for day to day travel 
without a French horn! 

- Adaptable to almost all brands and 
sizes of horns 

- Life time guarantee 

https://www.facebook.com/pg/WisemanCases/videos/?ref=page_internal


Front half of Wiseman Extra Small Wooden French Horn case – Parts index 
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1- Barrier flap between bell and mute 
in lid 

2- Bell holder and support for block 5 
3- Bell cushion  
4- Bell holder and support for block 5 
5- Main block: this has two main 

functions: A) to hold and support 
the bell which rests at an angle 
supported by this block and the 
cushion No.3. B) to suspend and 
fully support the main wrap at one 
end. Pass the lead pipe of the horn 
through the oval section until the 
horn is wedged in to the oval shape. 
Position this block for a tight fit 
against the horn. 

6- Cushion to position between the 
main horn and the bell above it. 

7 & 8 – side blocking wedges. There are 
two sets of these blocks to provide a 
variety of shapes and sizes so that the 
horn can be supported at these points. 
Use a piece of paper to slide these in to 
position and pull the paper away (see 
video on Facebook). 
9 -   Main body curve support. There are 
two options of this supplied with the 
case. Use the block which has the 
closest shaped curve to your horn.  
10 - Main curve support block. Position 
this to give maximum support to your 
shape of horn.  
11 – Velcro strap to secure music. Music 
passes under block 10 before being 
secured by this strap. 
 
NB: Small Velcro blocks can be used on 
top on block 10 and within the oval of 
block 5 if needed for extra support. 
 
Use scrap paper for sliding blocks in to 
position (especially blocks 2,4,7 & 8) 

Video link for case set up, adjustment and design features: 
https://www.facebook.com/pg/WisemanCases/videos/?ref=page_internal   

https://www.facebook.com/pg/WisemanCases/videos/?ref=page_internal


lid half of Wiseman Extra Small Wooden French Horn case – Parts index 
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A- Velcro strapping for 
straight mute  

B- Velcro strapping for 
practice mute  

C- Velcro strapping for 
stopper mute  

D- Adjustable block to secure 
horn & pencil holder 

E- Mouth piece “lid” and 
pencil holder 

F- Adjustable block to secure 
horn by screw bell end. 

G- Bell end support cushion 
H- Storage pocket for valve 

oil etc. (note that spare 
Velcro backed blocking is 
stored in this bag on 
arrival of the case). 

 

Video link for case set up, adjustment and design features: 
https://www.facebook.com/pg/WisemanCases/videos/?ref=page_internal   
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